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Purpose: Apraxia of speech (AOS) and childhood apraxia of speech (CAS) are
motor-based speech disorders that have been well studied in Indo-European
languages. There is limited understanding of these disorders in speakers of
Sino-Tibetan languages, such as Chinese. The purpose of this study is to
review methods used in research studies for the assessment and diagnosis of
AOS and CAS in Chinese speakers.
Method: This scoping review followed the Preferred Reporting Items for Sys-
tematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses Extension for Scoping Reviews guidelines.
Articles with a focus on AOS or CAS in Chinese speakers were systematically
searched in seven English and six Chinese databases. Three reviewers per-
formed independent screening, data extraction, and quality assessment after
obtaining 100% agreement on the prescreening exercise. A qualitative analysis
was conducted to rate the quality of diagnoses, ranging from high (Level I) to
low (Level III), with Level IV assigned to studies for which the appropriate rating
was unclear due to insufficient evidence.
Results: Twenty-eight AOS articles and five CAS articles were identified. A vari-
ety of assessment and diagnostic methods were reported. No study of Chinese
speakers with AOS or CAS received a rating of Level I. The highest level
achieved was Level IIIa for both AOS and CAS studies.
Conclusions: There is no reliable and valid test or method for the diagnosis of
AOS or CAS in Chinese speakers. The current gold standard of diagnosis is
based upon expert perceptual judgment. Further single-language and cross-
linguistic investigations of AOS and CAS and the future development of assess-
ment and diagnostic methods are recommended.
Apraxia of speech (AOS) is a type of motor-based
speech disorder that can be caused by stroke, brain injury,
or degenerative diseases as an acquired form (Duffy,
2020). A similar disorder with an onset in childhood, with
known or unknown origins, is currently called childhood
apraxia of speech (CAS; American Speech-Language-
Hearing Association [ASHA], 2007). Speakers with either
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CAS or AOS have a core impairment in motor planning
and programming of speech movements and are character-
ized by disrupted articulation and prosody (ASHA, 2007;
Duffy, 2020). Clinical features and diagnostic methods
have been studied extensively in English speakers, while
the understanding of both CAS and AOS in Chinese
speakers is limited.

Clinical Features of CAS and AOS

There are numerous features reported in the litera-
ture as symptoms of CAS and/or AOS in English (ASHA,
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2007; Duffy, 2020). For diagnosing CAS, ASHA (2007)
identified a variety of clinical features from the early CAS
research and proposed three consensus features, including
inconsistent errors on consecutive repeated productions of
the same stimulus, lengthened and disrupted coarticulatory
transitions between sounds and syllables, and dysprosody.
The validity of the three features has been demonstrated
in speakers with CAS (Chenausky et al., 2020), and their
diagnostic accuracy has been reported in different inde-
pendent studies. Iuzzini-Seigel et al. (2017) reported the
sensitivity (70%) and specificity (80%) of inconsistency in
different productions of the same word at different times
for differentiating children with CAS from those with
other types of speech sound disorders (SSDs) and those
with language impairment. Shriberg et al. (1997) demon-
strated the sensitivity (58%) and specificity (42%) of using
inappropriate stress to differentiate children with CAS
from children with speech delay in a sample of 20 chil-
dren. In addition, Shriberg et al. (2012) described 10 seg-
mental and suprasegmental features of CAS based on
Strand’s Diagnostic Checklist (Shriberg et al., 2011),
including (a) difficulty achieving initial articulatory config-
urations and transitions into vowels, (b) syllable segrega-
tion, (c) lexical stress errors or equal stress, (d) vowel or
consonant distortions including distorted substitutions, (e)
nonspeech groping, (f) intrusive schwa, (g) voicing errors,
(h) slow rate, (i) slow diadochokinetic (DDK) rate, and (j)
increased difficulty with longer or more phonetically com-
plex words. Murray et al. (2015) demonstrated the utility
of some of the same features, including syllable segrega-
tion, lexical stress matches, phoneme accuracy of polysyl-
labic words, and articulatory accuracy on repetition of
[pǝtǝkǝ] for identifying CAS. Other speech features such
as voicing errors, reduced accuracy of syllable structures,
lexical stress errors, and syllable deletion also have been
suggested to be useful in differentiating school-age children
with CAS from those with other types of SSDs (Benway &
Preston, 2020). However, it is important to note that the
validity and diagnostic accuracy of some CAS symptoms
that have often been reported, such as nonspeech groping
behavior (Allison et al., 2020), have not yet been examined.

For adults with AOS, similarly, there is a variety of
segmental and suprasegmental clinical features identified
from the literature, such as phoneme distortions and dis-
torted substitutions or additions, reduced speech rate, syl-
lable segregation, and equal stress across syllables (Duffy,
2020). However, limited support has been found for the
diagnostic accuracy of these features in making a differen-
tial diagnosis of AOS. Croot et al. (2012) is the only study
that has demonstrated that phonetic distortions, syllable
segregation, and equal or excess stress have high sensitiv-
ity (89%) to differentiate speakers with progressive AOS
from speakers with aphasia only. Allison et al. (2020) con-
cluded that there is still a lack of clinical marker(s) that
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have empirical diagnostic accuracy for both CAS and
AOS.

Possible Clinical Features of CAS and AOS in
Chinese

Our current understanding of CAS and AOS is
mostly based on English speakers or those who speak
other Indo-European languages, such as Dutch, Swedish,
or German. In contrast, Chinese is a group of Sino-
Tibetan language varieties. It is spoken by 1.3 billion peo-
ple around the world as their first language (The
Ethnologue 200, 2021). Chinese includes Mandarin (the
official language of mainland China and Taiwan), Canton-
ese (the main language spoken in Hong Kong), and other
languages. The phonologies of Mandarin and Cantonese
are different. Apart from the different numbers and types
of consonants, vowels, and diphthongs, Mandarin has
triphthongs, which are not present in Cantonese. They also
differ in terms of the number and characteristics of lexical
tones; Cantonese has six and Mandarin has four lexical
tones, whereas English does not use lexical tone at all.

Some studies have claimed that motor speech disorders
might manifest differently in different languages (Whitehill,
2010; E. C. H. Wong et al., 2020). Among the limited investi-
gations of CAS and AOS in Chinese speakers, E. C. H.
Wong et al. (2020) compared the clinical features of English
and Cantonese speakers with CAS. They suggested that some
clinical features, such as poor speech intelligibility, poor
DDK performance, inconsistent errors, and groping behav-
iors, would be found in both English and Cantonese speakers
with CAS. Other features, such as lexical stress errors, intru-
sive schwa, and voicing errors, that have been found in
English speakers with CAS may not be found in Cantonese
speakers with CAS. The authors explained that, in the
absence of consonant clusters in Cantonese, it is unlikely to
observe intrusive schwa in clusters in these speakers. How-
ever, it is possible to find schwa insertions between syllable
and word boundries (Chenausky et al., 2020). In addition, all
Cantonese consonants are voiceless, although some of these
voiceless consonants, such as [p] and [ph], contrast with
respect to aspiration. Thus, it is also unlikely to observe voic-
ing errors in Cantonese. Instead, difficulty in producing con-
trastive aspiration has been commonly reported in Cantonese
phonological development (To et al., 2013). Voicing and aspi-
ration have been considered to be similar from a motor per-
spective (Whitehill, 2010; E. C. H. Wong et al., 2020).
Regarding suprasegmentals, Cantonese is a syllable-timed
language, in which syllable duration varies very little, so it is
unlikely to observe lexical stress errors in Cantonese. Instead,
Cantonese words are contrasted by lexical tones. Therefore,
features like deaspiration, lexical tone errors, and weak tone
perception and production may be found in Cantonese
speakers with CAS but may not be found in English speakers
t al.: Assessment and Diagnostic Standards of Chinese AOS 317
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with CAS (E. C. H. Wong et al., 2020). Furthermore, pre-
liminary evidence of lexical tone production errors, tone
perception difficulty, and tone sequencing difficulty in
Cantonese-speaking children with CAS has also been
reported (E. C. H. Wong et al., 2021, 2022). These tone-
related clinical features are new to the literature as they have
not been reported in speakers of Indo-European languages
with CAS. These newly identified features also suggest that
CAS may manifest differently in different languages.

The possible different clinical manifestations of AOS
in English versus Chinese can also be inferred from some
currently available assessment tools. The assessment stan-
dard suggested by the China Rehabilitation Research Cen-
tre (CRRC) was recently reported in the English literature
(e.g., You et al., 2019). The initial version of the CRRC
assessment standard was proposed by S. Li and Shirasaka
(1994), and a few other versions have been developed since
then (S. Li, 2008; Z. Wang & Li, 2013; Wei & Li, 2000).
Z. Wang and Li (2013) reported the use of a set of Chinese
materials “referred from” (Z. Wang & Li, 2013, English
abstract, p. 70) the Motor Speech Evaluation (MSE; Wertz
et al., 1984) in their study. The approach consists of using
perceptual judgment of participants’ performance on sev-
eral tasks, including triphthong imitation ([aui] and [iua]),
single-syllable imitation ([pa], [ta], and [ka]), trisyllable imi-
tation ([pataka]), and phrase imitation. Although the valid-
ity and diagnostic accuracy of these assessment standards
in making an AOS diagnosis have not been reported, the
inclusion of a triphthong imitation task highlights that
there may be a need to examine triphthong production in
people with AOS. Examination of triphthong production
(i.e., English triphthongs [aɪə˞], [ɔɪə˞], [aʊə˞]) has never been
reported for English speakers with AOS.

Diagnostic Methods in English Speakers

While awaiting the establishment of a definitive set
of criteria for CAS and AOS, the most common approach
for diagnosis is using a checklist that comprises a set of
clinical features. For English speakers with CAS, ASHA’s
three consensus features have been commonly used in
research as the only one or one of the requirements to
confirm CAS diagnoses in participants, with a set of pre-
defined working definitions and observation criteria. For
example, Grigos and Case (2018) required participants to
show all three consensus features at least 3 times in more
than one speaking context, including single words, con-
nected speech, and syllable sequencing tasks. Thomas
et al. (2016) provided a set of relatively objective criteria
to confirm CAS diagnoses in their participants. They
included participants who had more than 40% inconsis-
tency on the Inconsistency assessment of the Diagnostic
Evaluation of Articulation and Phonology (DEAP; Dodd
et al., 2006; for children under the age of 11 years),
318 American Journal of Speech-Language Pathology • Vol. 32 • 316–
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exhibited syllable segregation within at least 10 words,
and had a minimum of 15% stress pattern mismatches on
the Test of Polysyllables (Gozzard et al., 2006). In addi-
tion, Strand’s 10-point checklist is a popular diagnostic
tool for research (e.g., Shriberg et al., 2017a; Zuk et al.,
2018). For example, Shriberg et al. (2011) proposed that
the diagnosis of CAS can be made based upon at least
four of these 10 features across three or more of the Mad-
ison Speech Assessment Protocol tasks. Murray et al.
(2015) used the same checklist and demonstrated that syl-
lable segregation, lexical stress mismatches, reduced pho-
neme accuracy of polysyllabic words, and reduced articu-
latory accuracy on repetition of [pǝtǝkǝ] have 91% diag-
nostic accuracy against expert diagnosis in their sample of
children with CAS and without CAS (i.e., dysarthria, pho-
nological disorders, and submucosal cleft).

For English-speaking adults with AOS, the use of the
Apraxia of Speech Rating Scale (ASRS; Strand et al., 2014)
has been reported. This is a diagnostic tool with 16 items that
aims to quantify the presence or absence, relative frequency,
and severity of speech characteristics frequently associated
with AOS. Examiners are required to score the items on a 5-
point scale (where 0 indicates not present, 1 indicates detect-
able but infrequent, 2 indicates frequent but not pervasive, 3
indicates nearly always evident but not marked in severity, and
4 indicates nearly always evident and marked in severity). It
has been recommended for clinical use to identify AOS
because of its validity and high sensitivity (96%) and specific-
ity (100%), as well as high intrarater and interrater reliability
(ranging from .87 to .98). The scale was later refined to a 13-
item version by another research team (Utianski et al., 2018).
The items were organized into (a) articulatory features (e.g.,
distorted sound substitutions and additions), (b) prosodic fea-
tures (e.g., syllable segmentation within and across words),
and (c) other features (e.g., articulatory groping, off-target
speech alternating motion rates). High interrater reliability
was reported (i.e., intraclass correlation coefficient = .954;
Utianski et al., 2018; Wambaugh et al., 2019). However, it
remains to be seen whether this instrument differentiates
AOS from other speech diagnoses, such as dysarthria.

As mentioned, CAS or AOS diagnoses are mainly
based on expert perceptual judgment of the presence of
clinical features from checklists. Nevertheless, one stan-
dardized criterion-referenced test is available. The Dynamic
Evaluation of Motor Speech Skills (DEMSS), which aims
to understand difficulties in speech motor planning and
programming and aids clinicians in differential CAS diag-
nosis (Strand & McCauley, 2019), is the only assessment
tool for CAS with validity and reliability. High percentages
of agreement for perceptual judgments for test–retest, inter-
and intrajudge reliability (88%–90%), high sensitivity (0.70)
and specificity (0.97), and both construct and content valid-
ity were reported (Strand & McCauley, 2019). Although
the reliability and validity reported support its clinical use
340 • January 2023
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(Strand et al., 2013), the utility of this relatively new test
for both clinical and research practice is still being
explored. Adaptations of the DEMSS to other stress-timed
languages, such as Swedish and Brazilian Portuguese, have
been reported (Gubiani et al., 2021; Rex et al., 2021). Nev-
ertheless, it is unclear whether this tool could be applied to
syllable-timed languages (e.g., Chinese), given that the con-
tent and the scoring system are strongly focused on features
suggested for the diagnosis of CAS in English. For children
with CAS, the DEAP Inconsistency Assessment (Dodd
et al., 2006) is also commonly used in the United Kingdom
and Australia to provide valuable information on inconsis-
tency of productions of the same word at different points in
time (i.e., not consecutively). The result is helpful to deter-
mine if the child has the inconsistent errors that are often
considered to be a hallmark of CAS.

In addition to the available tests, the syllable repeti-
tion task (SRT; Shriberg et al., 2012) is a process-oriented
task that aims to identify specific types of deficits in the
process of speech production in children. Four scores,
including the competence score, encoding score, memory
score, and transcoding score, can be calculated after con-
verting perceptual judgments to a quantitative scale. The
use of the SRT for revealing underlying speech motor
planning and programming deficits and assisting the clini-
cian to make a CAS diagnosis has been supported in the
literature (Rvachew & Matthews, 2017).

Quantitative measurements have also been proposed
for identifying CAS in children. For example, two acous-
tic measures that report diagnostic accuracy have been
suggested. They are the pause marker (PM; Shriberg
et al., 2017a) and the maximum performance tasks (MPT;
Thoonen et al., 1999). Shriberg et al. (2017b) reported that
the PM has high sensitivity (86.8%) and specificity (100%)
for differentiating children with CAS from those with
other SSDs. However, it has not yet been applied as a
clinical standard. Thoonen et al. (1999) reported that the
MPT has high sensitivity (89%) and specificity (100%) for
differentiating children with CAS from those with dysar-
thria, but no other SSDs were reported. In addition, kine-
matic measures have also been proposed to quantify the per-
formance of children with CAS compared with those with-
out CAS. Case and Grigos (2016) and Grigos et al. (2015)
demonstrated that children with CAS can be differentiated
from those with speech delay and typical development by
looking at the movement variability of the jaw and lips.

For adults with AOS, the Apraxia Battery for
Adults–Second Edition (ABA-2; Dabul, 2000) is a stan-
dardized test. However, due to the advancement of
research evidence, some characteristics included in this test
are no longer considered relevant for AOS diagnosis. For
example, longer latency times for polysyllabic words can
be attributed to deficits in the word retrieval process in
patients with aphasia (Galletta & Goral, 2018). Moreover,
Wong e
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phonemic perseverative errors can also be found in
patients with aphasia (Pilkington et al., 2017), and incon-
sistent articulatory errors have been removed as a feature
of AOS (Duffy, 2013; Haley et al., 2021; McNeil et al.,
2017; Staiger et al., 2012; Strand et al., 2014; Utianski
et al., 2018). As of now, there are no other standardized
tests for adults with AOS. Instead, quantitative measures
have been proposed for assisting in making AOS diagno-
ses, in addition to the ASRS. The Pairwise Variability
Index for vowel duration (PVIdur), an acoustic measure
of relative stress in multisyllabic words with a weak–
strong stress pattern, was suggested to be useful in differ-
entiating aphasia with AOS from aphasia without AOS
(Ballard et al., 2016), but not from dysarthria (Melle &
Gallego, 2012). Further empirical investigation is therefore
needed to confirm whether lexical stress errors are actually
a problem for adults with AOS, given that neither version
of the ASRS includes lexical stress errors as a feature of
adult AOS (Strand et al., 2014; Wambaugh et al., 2019).
Haley and Jacks (2019) identified limitations of the PVIdur
and suggested the word syllable duration (WSD) measure
(Haley et al., 2012) as a more stable and informative alter-
native for differential diagnosis of AOS. Kinematic mea-
sures have also been employed to investigate the articula-
tory control of speakers with AOS (Bartle-Meyer, Goozée,
& Murdoch, 2009; Bartle-Meyer, Goozée, Murdoch, &
Green, 2009). However, further investigation with larger
samples is still needed to confirm the utility of kinematic
measures to inform AOS diagnoses.

Diagnostic Methods in Chinese Speakers

In contrast to the variety of diagnostic methods
reported for English speakers with CAS and AOS, there
have been limited reports for Chinese speakers. Recently,
E. C. H. Wong et al. (2021, 2022) used a relatively objec-
tive diagnostic approach modified from Murray et al.
(2015) for CAS diagnosis. In particular, the CAS diagno-
sis was given when the children showed five clinical fea-
tures across four tasks. The features were (a) inconsistent
errors on consonants and vowels in repeated productions
of syllables or words; (b) lengthened and disrupted coarti-
culatory transitions between sounds and syllables; (c) lexi-
cal tone errors; (d) reduced accuracy in multisyllabic
words, that is, the percentage of phonemes correct (PPC)
in polysyllabic words or sentences is less than 60%; and
(e) reduced phonetic accuracy on the DDK task, that is,
the PPC in stimuli with three different syllables on DDK
tasks is less than 70%. The working definition of each fea-
ture was presented in the original article. The four tasks
used were (a) a speech sample; (b) the Hong Kong Can-
tonese Articulation Test (Cheung et al., 2006), a standard-
ized articulation test for Cantonese speakers; (c) a DDK
task; and (d) imitation of polysyllabic words. Because
t al.: Assessment and Diagnostic Standards of Chinese AOS 319
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clinical features were used for diagnosis, the authors also
provided diagnostic criteria: The first three features were
each observed at least once on all of the tasks except
inconsistent errors in the speech sample. The fourth clini-
cal feature was observed at least once on all of the tasks
except the DDK task, whereas the fifth clinical feature
was observed on the DDK task only.

For Chinese-speaking adults with AOS, the assess-
ment standard suggested by CRRC has been commonly
reported in research across the previous decades (e.g.,
C. Chen et al., 2020; H. Li et al., 2002). These assessment
tasks include imitation of triphthongs ([aui] and [iua]),
consonant–vowel syllables ([pa], [ta], and [ka]), a trisylla-
ble ([pataka]), and phrases. In addition, the use of the
ABA-2 has been reported by You et al. (2019). However,
these authors failed to report the details of how this
English standardized test was used on Chinese speakers
with AOS.

Purpose of This Study

Given that research on CAS and AOS in Chinese
speakers is just emerging, there is a need to review the
diagnostic methods reported in studies focusing on Chi-
nese speakers with CAS and AOS to inform future investi-
gations. The purpose of this study was to report the diag-
nostic methods that have been used on Chinese speakers
with CAS or AOS and to examine the quality of these
diagnostic methods in terms of assessment tasks, assess-
ment methods (perceptually judged or based on quantita-
tive data and criteria), diagnostic criteria and accuracy,
and information about examiner qualifications. In addi-
tion to reviewing articles written in English, we aimed to
extend our review to articles written in Chinese. To the
best of our knowledge, this is the first ever review of CAS
and AOS in Chinese speakers including articles written in
Chinese.
Method

This scoping review followed the Preferred Report-
ing Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses
Extension for Scoping Reviews guidelines (Tricco et al.,
2018) to report the findings, which resulted in assessing
the scope of the literature and synthesizing evidence on
the topic of assessment and diagnostic methods for Chi-
nese speakers with AOS.

Eligibility Criteria

The articles included in this review focused on
speakers with CAS and/or AOS. The inclusion criteria
were as follows: (a) published in peer-reviewed or
320 American Journal of Speech-Language Pathology • Vol. 32 • 316–
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non–peer-reviewed journals; (b) published between Janu-
ary 1980 and October 2020; (c) written in English, or tra-
ditional or simplified Chinese; and (d) included at least
one Chinese speaker who had been diagnosed with AOS
or CAS. Unpublished master’s or doctoral theses with a
focus on CAS and/or AOS were also included. We
decided to include articles from 1980 because the develop-
ment of speech-language pathology in Chinese-speaking
countries (e.g., China) started in the 1980s. Articles were
excluded if they were (a) animal studies; (b) commentaries,
opinion, or review articles; or (c) not focused on CAS or
AOS (e.g., focused on nonverbal apraxia). The articles in
this review were maximized with this set of criteria.

Information Sources and Search

A total of 13 electronic databases were searched,
including seven databases for English and six for Chinese
articles. The seven English databases were (a) AMED
Allied and Complementary Medicine, (b) Cumulative
Index to Nursing and Allied Health Literature, (c)
Embase, (d) Medline, (e) PubMed, (f) Scopus, and (g)
Web of Sciences. The six Chinese databases were (a) Chi-
nese Electronic Periodical Services via Airiti Library, (b)
Chinese Social Sciences Citation Index, (c) China Aca-
demic Journal Full-text Database via CNKI, (d) National
Digital Library of Theses and Dissertations in Taiwan, (e)
Index to the Taiwan Periodical Literature System, and (f)
Wan Fang Data.

Different search terms were used for English and
Chinese electronic databases. The search terms used in
English databases were as follows: (“apraxia” OR “dys-
praxia” OR “apraxia of speech” OR “childhood apraxia
of speech” OR “apraxic speech” OR “dyspraxic speech”
OR “verbal dyspraxia”) AND (“Chinese” OR “Manda-
rin” OR “Cantonese”). The search terms used in Chinese
databases were as follows: “言語失用” (traditional Chi-
nese script, meaning “speech apraxia”) OR “言语失用”

(simplified Chinese script, meaning “speech apraxia”).
These Chinese terms were used to refer to disorders in
both children and adults with no other terms noted in
Chinese research or clinical practice. In addition to sys-
tematic searches of databases, additional sources of evi-
dence included the reference lists of included articles. The
search results were imported to EndNote (a software cita-
tion manager) and Rayyan (an online web manager for sys-
tematic reviews) for screening of eligibility.

Selection of Sources of Evidence

Screening was performed to determine the eligibility
of searched articles. All three authors participated in the
screening, data collection, and quality assessment of
diagnoses.
340 • January 2023
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To achieve agreement among the three authors on
procedures and standards for screening, data extraction,
and quality assessment of diagnoses, a prescreening exer-
cise was conducted. In the exercise, five English articles
with titles, abstracts, and keywords randomly selected
from the English databases were distributed to the
authors. The authors independently decided whether the
articles met the inclusion criteria for full-text review
based on the titles, abstracts, and keywords. All three
authors agreed to include three out of five articles with
100% agreement. One English article that had been
included in this manner was randomly selected for trial
data extraction and quality assessment. The authors were
instructed to independently extract data by using an
Excel spreadsheet and to rate the quality of the diagnoses
based on a predeveloped rating scale (see Table 1). Dis-
agreement on the quality assessment was resolved in the
follow-up online meeting, resulting in a consensus on
screening, data extraction, and quality assessment proce-
dures and standards. The consensus rating was archived
as the final decision on the quality assessment of that
article. A second trial of the exercise was subsequently
carried out to confirm agreement on procedures and stan-
dards. Another five English articles with titles, abstracts,
and keywords randomly selected from the databases were
distributed to the authors for screening, data extraction,
and quality assessment. The authors agreed to include
four out of five articles with 100% agreement. One of the
four articles was randomly selected and given to the
authors for data extraction and quality assessment. Only
two out of three authors (66.7%) agreed on the rating.
Therefore, a final round of data extraction and quality
assessment was performed. In this round, another English
article that was agreed to be included was randomly
selected and given to the authors. All three authors
agreed on the rating at the 100% level on screening and
quality assessment in this round. Another prescreening
Table 1. Levels of quality of the apraxia of speech or childhood apraxia o

Method Level of quality

Reliable and valid tests or methods Ia Reliabl
judg

Ib Reliabl
Ic Reliabl
Id Reliabl
Ie Reliabl

Objective data/criteria IIa Object
IIb Object
IIc Object

Perceptual judgment IIIa Expert
IIIb Nonex

Unclear IV None

Note. Experts are defined as having at least 10 years of clinical expe
childhood apraxia of speech.

Wong e
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exercise was conducted between the first and second
authors for data extraction and quality assessment of
a randomly selected Chinese article because they were
the only Chinese speakers who screened and reviewed
articles written in Chinese. Agreement at the 100%
level was achieved. Thenceforth, the authors screened
articles, extracted data, and rated the quality of diagno-
ses independently.

Data Charting Process

A Microsoft Excel spreadsheet was used for extract-
ing data from the articles that met the eligibility criteria.
The data were extracted mainly from the “participants” or
“confirmation of diagnosis” sections of the articles. Other
parts of the articles, such as “limitations,” were also
reviewed to extract possible additional information related
to diagnostic methods. The data were entered into the
Excel spreadsheet for further qualitative and quantitative
analyses. The data items included (a) participants’ ages
and genders, (b) initial diagnoses, (c) comorbidities or co-
existing condition(s), (d) assessment tasks and methods,
(e) diagnostic criteria for AOS or CAS, (f) diagnostic
accuracy of the tasks, and (g) information about the
examiners’ qualifications.

Figure 1 summarizes the article search procedures.
There were 350 articles identified from 13 databases and
two articles from the search of the reference lists of the
included articles (n = 352). There were 217 English and
135 Chinese articles. After removing 115 duplicate arti-
cles, 125 English and 112 Chinese articles (n = 237)
were screened based on titles, abstracts, and keywords.
Among the 237 articles, 171 articles were excluded,
including 15 articles that were not journal articles or the-
ses (e.g., conference presentations), 20 articles that
involved no human patients (e.g., animal studies, survey
studies, review studies, or healthy speakers only), 11
f speech diagnoses in the articles included.

Example

e and valid tests or methods + objective data + expert perceptual
ment
e and valid tests or methods + objective data
e and valid tests or methods + expert perceptual judgment
e and valid tests or methods + nonexpert perceptual judgment
e and valid tests or methods only
ive data + expert perceptual judgment
ive data + nonexpert perceptual judgment
ive data only
perceptual judgment only
pert perceptual judgment only

rience in assessing or treating patients with apraxia of speech or
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Figure 1. Summary of article search procedures. AOS = apraxia of speech; CAS = childhood apraxia of speech.
articles that involved no Chinese patients, and 125 arti-
cles that involved no diagnoses of CAS or AOS. There
were 66 articles left for full-text review. Thirty-three arti-
cles were excluded after full-text review for the following
reasons: (a) not a journal article or thesis (n = 1), (b) no
patients involved (e.g., review studies, commentaries,
involved healthy speakers or typically developing chil-
dren; n = 8), (c) no Chinese speakers involved (n = 2), (d)
no diagnosis of CAS or AOS was made (n = 18), and (e)
lack of an available full-text version (n = 4). We sent
e-mails to the authors of articles for which we could not
otherwise access full-text manuscripts, but no responses
had been received as of the completion of this article.
322 American Journal of Speech-Language Pathology • Vol. 32 • 316–
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Thus, a total of 33 articles were included in this study, of
which five articles had a focus on CAS and 28 articles
had a focus on AOS.

A larger proportion of studies focused on AOS (n =
28, 84.8%) than those concerning CAS (n = 5, 15.1%).
Among the five CAS articles, there were two master’s the-
ses, two articles published in peer-reviewed journals, and
one from a non–peer-reviewed journal. The identified arti-
cles focusing on AOS were published in peer-reviewed
journals (17/28, 60.7%) and journals for which the review
process was unspecified (11/28, 39.3%). Details are listed
in Tables 2 and 3. In the five studies with a focus on chil-
dren with CAS, one study was conducted in Hong Kong
340 • January 2023
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Table 2. Summary of the assessment methods, diagnostic criteria, and quality assessments of diagnostic processes for the five studies concerning Chinese speakers with CAS.

No. Study

Participants

Assessment task

Assessment method
(perceptual
or objective)

Diagnostic criteria and
diagnostic accuracy

Diagnosis was
made by QualityDiagnosis n

Age or range
(M), years

1 E. C. H. Wong
(2017)

CAS 2 3.5–6.75 (5.13) An assessment protocol
was designed for
the studya

Perceptual Perceptual judgment of the
presence of 29 clinical
features identified for
Chinese by a group of
experts plus ASHA’s three
consensus features.a,b

No diagnostic accuracy
was reported.

Two SLPs with more than
10 years of clinical
experience with
100% agreement

IIIa

2 Liu et al. (2019)c CAS 6 4.42–5.5 (5.36) A list of 105 three-word
probesa

Perceptual Presence of AHSA’s three
consensus featuresb; not
clear how they were
determined. No diagnostic
accuracy was reported.

One SLP IIIb

3 Chen (2011) CAS 5 3.17–5.75 (3.96) The children were
diagnosed with CAS
before participating
in the study. No
information was
provided.

Perceptual Not specified. Clinical features
were reported by the
corresponding SLPs before
enrolment, including
delayed or limited babbling,
nonspeech groping,
inconsistent errors, sound
substitutions or distortions,
low speech intelligibility,
slow speech rate, and
inconsistent tone errors
(especially in imitation).
No diagnostic accuracy
was reported.

One SLP per childd IIIb

4 T.-W. Wang et al.
(2015)c

CAS 1 6.0 Not specified N.A. Not specified. The article
described two clinical
features that were observed
in the child (i.e., prosodic
deficits and articulatory
groping). No diagnostic
accuracy was reported.

One SLPd IIIb

5 Y. Wang et al.
(2018)

CAS 1 2.42 Clinical observation.
No further
information
was provided.

Perceptual Not specified Not specified IV

Note. CAS = childhood apraxia of speech; ASHA = American Speech-Language-Hearing Association; SLP = speech-language pathologist; N.A. = not available.
aMore information about the task, scoring method, and diagnostic criteria is presented in Appendix A. bASHA’s three consensus features include inconsistent errors, deficits in co-
articulation, and prosodic impairment (ASHA, 2007). cThe article was published in a peer-reviewed journal. dThe speech-language pathologists were not otherwise involved in the
study.
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Table 3. Summary of the assessment methods, diagnostic criteria, and quality assessments of diagnostic processes for 28 studies concerning Chinese speakers with AOS.

No. Study

Participants

Assessment task/
protocol/tool

Assessment method
(perceptual or
quantitative)

Diagnostic
criteria and
diagnostic
accuracy

Diagnosis was
made by QualityDiagnosis n

Age/range
(M ± SD), years

1 J. Wang et al. (2019)a AOS 52 (37 M; 15 F) 24–73 (54.67) An assessment developed
based on the ABA-2 and
Wambaugh et al. (2006)b

Perceptual Not specified Two SLPs with more
than 10 years of
experience in the
evaluation and
treatment of adult
with aphasia and
AOS

IIIa

2 Z. Wang & Li (2013)a AOS 20 (19 M; 1 F) 30–78 (51.1) Not specified N.A. Not specified Two SLPs with more
than 10 years of
clinical experience

IIIa

3 Chen et al. (2020) AOS 34 (27 M; 7 F) 47–70 (57.7) Assessment standard
suggested by CRRCb

Perceptual Not specified “An SLP” IIIb

4 Gu (2011) AOS 13 (6 M; 7 F) 40–73 (no mean
provided)

Assessment standard
suggested by CRRCb

Perceptual Not specified Not specified IV

5 Kong et al. (2004) AOS 29 (19 M; 10
F)

45–75 (65.5) Assessment standard
suggested by CRRCb

Perceptual Not specified Not specified IV

6 H. Li et al. (2002)a AOS 5 out of 100 37–78 (58.44 ± 14.36) Assessment standard
suggested by CRRCb

Perceptual Not specified Not specified IV

7 H. Li et al. (2003)a AOS 5 out of 100 19–79 (61.51 ± 16.23) Assessment standard
suggested by CRRCb

Perceptual Not specified Not specified IV

8 X. Pan et al. (2006)a AOS 8 45–75 (65 ± 3.5) Assessment standard
suggested by CRRCb

Perceptual Not specified Not specified IV

9 Wan et al. (2004) AOS 17 (14 M; 3 F) 32–73 (58.0) Assessment standard
suggested by CRRCb

Perceptual Not specified Not specified IV

10 Wu et al. (2012)a AOS 16 out of 22 29–76 (51.23) Assessment standard
suggested by CRRCb

Perceptual Not specified Not specified IV

11 You et al. (2018) AOS 38 (29 M; 9 F) No age range
provided (58.2)

Assessment standard
suggested by CRRCb

Perceptual Not specified Not specified IV

12 Zhang et al. (2010)a AOS 8 out of 9 59–74 (63.4) Assessment standard
suggested by CRRCb

Perceptual Not specified Not specified IV

13 Lu et al. (2020)a AOS 30 (23 M; 7 F) No age range
provided (51.87)

Assessment standard
suggested by CRRCb

(Z. Wang & Li, 2013) +
observation of clinical
features suggested by
Yang & Wang (2014)b

Perceptual Not specified Not specified IV

14 Jiang, Yang, Xiang,
Tang, et al. (2015)a

AOS 60 (39 M; 21 F) 15–72 (50.87) Psycholinguistic Assessment
in Chinese Aphasia
(PACA1.0)b

Perceptual Not specified Not specified IV

15 Jiang, Yang, Xiang,
Chang, et al. (2015)

AOS 60 (20 M; 10 F) 15–72 (51) PACA1.0b Perceptual Not specified Not specified IV

16 Jiang, Yang, Chang,
et al. (2015)a

AOS 60 (39 M; 21 F) 15–72 (50.87) PACA1.0b Perceptual Not specified Not specified IV

17 Sun et al. (2019) AOS 20 (11 M; 5 F) 35–85 (58.4) PACA1.0b Perceptual Not specified Not specified IV
18 You et al. (2019)a AOS 42 (32 M; 10 F) 38–85 (57.62) ABA-2 Perceptual Not specified Not specified IV
19 Deng et al. (2014)a AOS 1 (F) 59 Neuropsychological tests Not specified Not specified Not specified IV
20 Q. Li (2019)a AOS 80 (48 M; 32 F) 31–72 (50.7) Based on Tan et al. (2017)c N.A. Based on Tan

et al. (2017)c
Not specified IV

(table continues)
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Table 3. (Continued).

No. Study

Participants

Assessment task/
protocol/tool

Assessment method
(perceptual or
quantitative)

Diagnostic
criteria and
diagnostic
accuracy

Diagnosis was
made by QualityDiagnosis n

Age/range
(M ± SD), years

21 C. Pan and Mao
(2000)

AOS 1 (M) 40.0 Vowel sequence, word
sequence, and imitation
of words

Perceptual Not specified Not specified

22 Qin (2008)a AOS 1 (M) 48.0 Vowel sequence, word
sequence, and imitation
of words

Perceptual Not specified Not specified IV

23 Gao et al. (2012)a AOS 118 (60 M;
58 F)

31–76 (53.4) Not specified N.A. Not specified Not specified IV

24 D. Li et al. (2016)a AOS 6 No age range
provided (60.7)

Not specified N.A. Not specified Not specified IV

25 Ren et al. (2016) AOS 30 (20 M; 10 F) No age range provided
(66.25 ± 11.55)

Not specified N.A. Not specified Not specified IV

26 Shi (1998) AOS 25 out of 38 18–73 (49.26) Not specified N.A. Not specified Not specified IV
27 Wei & Li (2000)a AOS 1 (M) 42.0 Not specified N.A. Not specified Not specified IV
28 Zhang et al. (2020) AOS 32 (23 M; 9 F) No age range

provided (59.31)
Not specified N.A. Not specified Not specified IV

Note. AOS = acquired apraxia of speech; M = male; F = female; ABA-2 = Apraxia Battery for Adults–Second Edition (Dabul, 2000); SLP = speech-language pathologist; N.A. = not
available; CRRC = China Rehabilitation Research Centre.
aThe article was published in a peer-reviewed journal. bMore information about the tasks, scoring methods, and diagnostic criteria is presented in Appendix A. cTan et al. (2017) did
not make AOS or childhood apraxia of speech diagnoses. All of the participants involved were patients with aphasia.
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(E. C. H. Wong, 2017), three were conducted in Taiwan
(S.-P. Chen, 2011; Liu et al., 2019; T.-W. Wang et al.,
2015), and one was conducted in Mainland China (Y.
Wang et al., 2018). The Hong Kong study had two
Cantonese-speaking children, whereas the participants
from the rest of the studies spoke Mandarin as their main
language for communication. All AOS studies were con-
ducted in Mainland China with all of the participants
speaking Mandarin. The studies included 15 children with
CAS and 812 patients with AOS. Among the 15 children
with CAS, there were 12 boys and three girls, with a mean
age of 4.82 years (SD = 1.33). The demographics of the
812 patients with AOS were not clearly stated in all stud-
ies, so the gender distributions and means and standard
deviations of age could not be calculated.

Synthesis of Results

A narrative synthesis of the data from the included
studies was performed with respect to participant character-
istics, assessment tasks, assessment methods, diagnostic cri-
teria and accuracy, and information about the examiners.
The main outcome of this review was the evaluation of
diagnostic methods used for CAS or AOS in studies of
Chinese speakers. Qualitative analysis was performed to
determine the consistency or diversity of the diagnostic
methods used for CAS or AOS. Quantitative analysis
was performed to determine the quality of the diagnoses
made in the studies. A quality assessment was developed
in this review to critically evaluate the diagnostic pro-
cesses reported in the literature concerning Chinese
speakers with CAS or AOS. The three criteria adopted
were as follows: reliable and valid tests or methods,
objective data, and perceptual judgments. Diagnostic
processes that involved any reliable and valid test or
method were rated at the highest level (Level I). Level I
was further divided into five levels, from the highest, Ia,
to the lowest, Ie. A higher level of quality was assigned
when more criteria were evident. For example, Ia was
assigned to diagnostic processes that had three different
criteria including reliable and valid tests or methods,
objective data, and expert perceptual judgment. Ie was
assigned to diagnostic processes that only met one crite-
rion, reliable and valid tests or methods only. Levels Ib,
Ic, and Id were ordered based on the second criterion
used, objective data or criteria, which referred to any
quantitative measures aimed to assess the symptoms.
Diagnostic processes with objective data (Level Ib) were
rated higher than those with perceptual judgment only
(Levels Ic and Id), and expert perceptual judgment (Ic)
was rated higher than nonexpert perceptual judgment
(Level Id). Experts were defined in this review as having
at least 10 years of clinical experience in assessing or
treating patients with CAS or AOS. Diagnostic processes
326 American Journal of Speech-Language Pathology • Vol. 32 • 316–
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that included no reliable or valid tests or methods but
with objective data or criteria were rated at Level II.
Diagnostic processes that involved a combination of
objective data and expert perceptual judgment of clinical
features were rated as having the higher level of quality
(IIa), whereas those that involved nonexpert perceptual
judgment were rated at a lower level (IIb). Objective data
only were rated at the lowest sublevel of Level II (IIc).
Those processes that involved only perceptual judgment
were rated at Level III. Studies in which diagnoses were
based upon the judgments of clearly defined experts were
rated higher (Level IIIa) than those based upon nonex-
pert perceptual judgments (Level IIIb). Articles that
included unclear diagnostic processes were rated at Level
IV. The levels of quality are presented in Table 1.
Results

Type of Studies

The identified CAS research in Chinese speakers
ranged from understanding the genetic basis of CAS (Y.
Wang et al., 2018), through identifying and evaluating the
clinical features of CAS directly from children with CAS
(S.-P. Chen, 2011) and indirectly via an expert panel (E.
C. H. Wong, 2017), to examining treatment efficacy (Liu
et al., 2019; T.-W. Wang et al., 2015; E. C. H. Wong,
2017). E. C. H. Wong (2017) demonstrated the treatment
efficacy of a combined treatment approach (syllable repe-
tition method plus modified dynamic temporal and tactile
cueing) for two participants. Liu et al. (2019) investigated
the efficacy of a combined treatment with integral stimula-
tion and the minimal contrast approach. T.-W. Wang
et al. (2015) reported a case study using a speech produc-
tion exercise that systematically increased the complexity
of stimuli via visual supports.

The identified AOS articles varied with respect to
investigation types. The search identified a relatively large
body of research on treatment efficacy for adult patients
with AOS diagnoses (22/28, 78.6%). The diagnostic proto-
cols described in these works were assessed in this review.
There were five studies investigating language therapy for
aphasia and 17 on AOS treatment. Several AOS interven-
tion studies investigated Rosenbek’s eight-step treatment
(Rosenbek et al., 1973) and melodic intonation therapy
(Sparks et al., 1974) in Chinese speakers (C. Chen et al.,
2020; Q. Li, 2019; Qin, 2008; Wei & Li, 2000). Other
approaches included action observation therapy based on
mirror neuron theory (You et al., 2018, 2019; Zhang
et al., 2020), transcranial direct current stimulation (J.
Wang et al., 2019), and low-frequency repetitive transcra-
nial magnetic stimulation (Ren et al., 2016). In addition,
some studies investigated the efficacy of using different
340 • January 2023
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supporting methods (e.g., providing mouth shapes as visual
cues, simultaneous production, nonspeech oral motor exer-
cises, and gestural cues) in speech production exercises (Gu,
2011; Lu et al., 2020; C. Pan & Mao, 2000; Sun et al.,
2019). There were treatments that have not been reported
in the English literature as well, such as applying Chinese
medicine (Gao et al., 2012) and acupuncture with speech
production exercises (Jiang, Yang, Chang, et al., 2015;
Jiang, Yang, Xiang, Chang, et al., 2015; Jiang, Yang,
Xiang, Tang, et al., 2015). Among the remaining six arti-
cles, two reported speech dysfunction in patients with
acquired AOS after stroke (X. Pan et al., 2006) or degener-
ative diseases (D. Li et al., 2016). One article reported the
incidence rate of aphasia after stroke (H. Li et al., 2003),
one reported an assessment method (Z. Wang & Li, 2013),
one reported a gene mutation in Alzheimer’s disease and
found AOS as one of the symptoms (Deng et al., 2014),
and the last article investigated swallowing disorders in
patients after stroke (H. Li et al., 2002).

CAS Assessment

Table 2 summarizes the assessment tasks, assessment
methods, diagnostic criteria and accuracy, and quality of
the diagnostic processes of the five studies concerning Chi-
nese speakers with CAS. The diagnostic process varied
across the five studies. Three out of five studies gave CAS
diagnoses to the participants, whereas the participants of
the other two studies were diagnosed with CAS before
being enrolled in the studies. In the three studies with con-
firmation of diagnosis, E. C. H. Wong (2017) provided
the details of the assessment protocol, which included
assessment of language skills, articulation skills, tone iden-
tification skills, motor speech skills, and nonspeech oral
motor skills, as well as observation of prosody (see
Appendix A). Two speech-language pathologists (SLPs)
with more than 10 years of clinical experience in assessing
or treating children with CAS perceptually judged the
presence of ASHA’s three consensus features and 29 clini-
cal features on a checklist. These 29 features had been
identified by a group of experienced SLPs in Hong Kong
(E. C. H. Wong et al., 2020) and are presented in Appen-
dix B. Liu et al. (2019) administered a phonology test with
105 three-word probes. The CAS diagnoses were made by
an SLP based on perceptual judgment of the presence of
the three ASHA consensus features. Y. Wang et al. (2018)
reported the FOXP2 gene mutation in a Mandarin-
speaking boy who had CAS. The speech diagnosis was
made based upon clinical observation, but the clinical fea-
tures observed were not specified.

No diagnostic processes were carried out in the
other two studies. S.-P. Chen (2011) included five children
with CAS. The diagnoses were made by different SLPs
before their enrolment, and no confirmation of the
Wong e
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diagnoses was carried out. There was also no report of the
tasks or methods used for the CAS diagnoses, but the
author reported that the children had delayed or limited
babbling, nonspeech groping, inconsistent errors, sound
substitutions or distortions, low speech intelligibility, slow
speech rate, and/or inconsistent tone errors (especially in
imitation). These seven clinical features were proposed to
have high sensitivity and specificity for diagnosing CAS in
Mandarin-speaking children. T.-W. Wang et al. (2015)
involved a child with CAS who was diagnosed by an SLP
who was not otherwise involved in the study. No confir-
mation of the diagnosis was reported. Although no diag-
nostic criteria were reported, the authors described two
clinical features that were observed, prosodic deficits and
articulatory groping.

Quality of CAS Diagnoses

The quality of CAS diagnoses was rated based on
the assessment tasks, methods, and diagnostic criteria and
accuracy as well as the qualifications of the examiners
reported in the studies. There was no report of valid and
reliable tests or objective measures for CAS diagnosis in
Chinese speakers. All of the diagnoses were made based
upon perceptual judgment. Therefore, no Level I or II
diagnoses were rated. One study reported details of the
assessment task, the criteria for CAS diagnoses, and the
involvement of two experts (E. C. H. Wong, 2017). The
quality of the CAS diagnoses in this study was rated as
IIIa (expert perceptual judgment only). Three studies
reported that the diagnoses were made by SLPs without
specifying their experience (S.-P. Chen, 2011; Liu et al.,
2019; T.-W. Wang et al., 2015). The quality of assessment
was thus rated as Level IIIb, as nonexpert perceptual
judgment was assumed. The last study (Y. Wang et al.,
2018) failed to report information about the examiner and
was rated as Level IV.

AOS Assessment

Table 3 summarizes the assessment tasks, methods,
diagnostic criteria and accuracy, information about the
examiners, and quality assessments of the diagnostic pro-
cesses of 28 studies concerning Chinese speakers with
AOS. A plurality (10/28, 35.7%) used the assessment tasks
suggested by the CRRC. There have been several versions
of the CRRC assessment standard. The earliest version
identified in the literature was proposed by S. Li and
Shirasaka (1994; in a book that was referenced by the
included studies, but the book itself was not included in
this review), but no details of the tasks could be found.
Wei and Li (2000) and S. Li (2008; another book that was
not included in this review but was referenced by an iden-
tified study) reported two highly similar tasks. Another
t al.: Assessment and Diagnostic Standards of Chinese AOS 327
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variation of the CRRC assessment standard was reported
by Z. Wang and Li (2013), in which the use of a set of
Chinese materials “referred from” (Z. Wang & Li, 2013,
English abstract, p. 70) the MSE (Wertz et al., 1991) was
proposed. Detailed information about the variations on
the CRRC assessment standard is provided in Appendix
A. These methods consist of using perceptual judgments
of participants’ performance. No diagnostic criteria or
accuracy have been reported for these tasks. Specifically,
two of the 10 studies (H. Li et al., 2002, 2003) cited S. Li
and Shirasaka (1994), two studies (Wan et al., 2004;
Zhang et al., 2010) cited Wei and Li, one study (Wu
et al., 2012) cited S. Li (2008), and five studies (C. Chen
et al., 2020; Gu, 2011; Kong et al., 2004; X. Pan et al.,
2006; You et al., 2018) mentioned the use of the CRRC
assessment standard without specifying the version. Unfor-
tunately, none of the studies reported any diagnostic cri-
teria used or any information about diagnostic accuracy.

Among the 28 identified studies of patients with
AOS, one study (Lu et al., 2020; 1/28, 3.6%) used a com-
bination of the CRRC assessment standard (Z. Wang &
Li, 2013) and additional observations of the clinical fea-
tures suggested by Yang and Wang (2014), in which
eight clinical features were adapted from Wambaugh
et al. (2006). These included (a) slow speech rate; (b) pro-
longations; (c) increased pauses; (d) intrusive schwa; (e)
inappropriate prosody, especially lexical stress and equal
stress; (f) sound distortions; (g) distorted substitutions;
and (h) consistent articulatory errors. No diagnostic cri-
teria, cutoff scores, or diagnostic accuracy were reported
by Lu et al. (2020) with respect to the diagnostic pro-
cesses used.

Four studies (Jiang, Yang, Chang, et al., 2015;
Jiang, Yang, Xiang, Chang, et al., 2015; Jiang, Yang,
Xiang, Tang, et al., 2015; Sun et al., 2019; 4/28, 14.3%)
reported the use of the speech motor planning module of
the Psycholinguistic Assessment in Chinese Aphasia
(PACA1.0), which is a computer program for Chinese
speakers with aphasia. Examiners perceptually judge the
participant’s performance and enter scores into the com-
puter. However, no validity has been reported for this test
module, nor a cutoff point for the diagnosis of AOS.
Detailed information about the content and scoring details
of the PACA1.0 module were found in the Home of
Rehabilitation Therapist (2020) and are presented in
Appendix A. No diagnostic criteria or accuracy cutoff
levels required for a diagnosis of AOS were reported for
the module in these four studies or in other literature.

You et al. (2019) reported using the ABA-2
(Dabul, 2000; 1/28, 3.6%), which is a standardized
assessment tool for English speakers with AOS. Unfor-
tunately, no information about its content, validity, or
reliability were reported with respect to the application
of this measure to Chinese speakers, and the authors
328 American Journal of Speech-Language Pathology • Vol. 32 • 316–
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did not provide any cutoff score for the diagnosis of
AOS.

Among the remaining 12 studies, one study (J.
Wang et al., 2019) used an assessment that was developed
based on the ABA-2 (Dabul, 2000) and Wambaugh et al.
(2006). Information about this method is presented in
Appendix A. However, no diagnostic criteria or accuracy
were reported for this study. Deng et al. (2014) reported
the use of a neuropsychological test, but no details about
the content or the criteria for making AOS diagnoses were
reported. Q. Li (2019) used the tasks and criteria sug-
gested by Tan et al. (2017), who did not report any AOS
diagnoses in their study. Two studies (C. Pan & Mao,
2000; Qin, 2008) reported the use of vowel sequences,
word sequences, and imitations of words as assessment
tasks without reporting the diagnostic criteria, diagnostic
accuracy, or information about the examiners. Seven other
studies (Gao et al., 2012; D. Li et al., 2016; Ren et al.,
2016; Shi, 1998; Z. Wang & Li, 2013; Wei & Li, 2000;
Zhang et al., 2020) did not specify their assessment tasks,
methods, diagnostic criteria and accuracy, or information
about the examiners.

Quality of AOS Diagnoses

The quality of the AOS diagnoses made in the 28
studies was rated based on the assessment tasks, assess-
ment methods, and diagnostic criteria and accuracy as
well as the qualifications of the examiners. There were no
Level I or Level II diagnoses as there were no reports of
valid and reliable tests or objective measures for the AOS
diagnoses of Chinese speakers. Because all of the specified
assessment tasks involved only perceptual judgments of
correctness and/or ratings, the studies were rated as Level
III. Three studies reported information about who made
the diagnoses. Two studies specified the experience of the
examiners. J. Wang et al. (2019) reported that the AOS
diagnoses of the participants were made by two SLPs with
more than 10 years of experience in the assessment and
treatment of adults with aphasia and AOS, whereas Z.
Wang and Li (2013) involved two SLPs with more than
10 years of clinical experience in rating the assessment
performance of participants. The AOS diagnoses were
assumed to be made by these two SLPs. Although no
diagnostic criteria were reported in either of these studies,
the quality of the diagnoses of the studies was rated as
IIIa, as expert perceptual judgment was involved. C. Chen
et al. (2020) reported that the diagnoses of AOS were
made by an SLP, without stating their experience. This
study was rated as Level IIIb, as nonexpert perceptual
judgment was assumed. There were seven studies that
failed to report any information about the assessment
tasks, assessment methods, and diagnostic criteria and
accuracy or the qualifications of the examiners and were
340 • January 2023
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rated as Level IV (unclear). There were 18 studies that
reported assessment tasks but failed to report diagnostic
criteria, diagnostic accuracy, or the qualifications of the
examiners. These studies were also rated as Level IV
(unclear).
Discussion

The purpose of this study was to review the diagnos-
tic methods that have been used in research on AOS and
CAS in Chinese speakers and to examine the quality of
these diagnostic methods, in terms of the assessment tasks,
assessment methods, and diagnostic criteria and accuracy
as well as the qualifications of the examiners.

CAS in Chinese

There were only five studies investigating CAS in
Chinese speakers. These five studies varied with respect to
their assessment tasks. There were no reports of standard-
ized tests or objective measures used for diagnosing Chi-
nese speakers with CAS. Although further studies are
strongly warranted in both English and Chinese, there are
available tests in English that provide valuable informa-
tion on speech motor planning and programming skills
(e.g., DEMSS: Strand & McCauley, 2019; DEAP: Dodd
et al., 2006), acoustic measures used for English speakers
with CAS (e.g., PM; Shriberg et al., 2017a), and maximum
repetition rate data for speakers of Western languages pro-
ducing monosyllables and trisyllabic sequences in MPT
(Thoonen et al., 1999). Thus, there is a discrepancy between
the available tools for diagnosing Chinese speakers with
CAS and those used in clinical practice internationally.

Detailed information about the assessment tasks was
reported in some of the identified studies. Although these
tasks are not standardized tests with reported diagnostic
accuracy, some of them are aligned with the English liter-
ature, such as the imitation of polysyllabic words and the
DDK tasks used by E. C. H. Wong (2017). Moreover, a
potential diagnostic tool, Wong’s checklist of 29 clinical
features (E. C. H. Wong, 2017), is also available for Chinese
speakers with CAS. Although the relatively objective diag-
nostic approach proposed by E. C. H. Wong et al. (2021)
and E. C. H. Wong et al. (2022) was not reviewed in this
study, these studies have provided a reference for diagnosing
CAS in Cantonese speakers. The alignment between the
Chinese studies of CAS and the international standard is
evident. However, there is still no available diagnostic tool
for Chinese speakers with CAS as there have been no
reports of the sensitivity or specificity of these assessment
tasks or this checklist for making CAS diagnoses.

Two studies reported their diagnostic criteria for
CAS in detail. Liu et al. (2019) and E. C. H. Wong (2017)
Wong e
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reported the use of ASHA’s three consensus features in
their diagnostic criteria. Given that these studies were
independent of each other and were conducted in Taiwan
and Hong Kong, respectively, the use of ASHA’s three
consensus features seems to be the only consensus in assist-
ing with the diagnosis of CAS in Chinese speakers. Despite
the documented validity of the three consensus features in
English-speaking children with CAS (Chenausky et al.,
2020), it is still unclear if these features are valid for differ-
entiating CAS from SSDs, even in English. However,
regarding the manner of observation and interpretation,
many of those English CAS studies that have used ASHA’s
three consensus features as their only diagnostic criteria
have provided working definitions of each feature and of
their criteria (e.g., Grigos & Case, 2018; Thomas et al.,
2016). In contrast, E. C. H. Wong (2017) suggested docu-
menting each feature at least once in the initial assessment,
but no clear working definitions were provided. Thus, it is
not clear how the three features were defined and observed
in that study.

Despite the presence of detailed information about
assessment tasks and clear descriptions of diagnostic cri-
teria, the only assessment method involved in the Chinese
CAS studies was perceptual judgment. Therefore, the
quality rating relied in this case, also, on the experience
levels of the examiners. The results suggested that the cur-
rent highest standard for CAS diagnosis in Chinese
speakers is still expert perceptual judgment based on a list
of clinical features.

AOS in Chinese

Among the 28 identified studies concerning Chinese-
speaking adults, a majority of articles (89.3%) failed to
clearly report the manner in which participants were diag-
nosed with AOS. Regarding assessment methods, there
were no objective measures identified. All of the reported
assessment tasks required only perceptual judgment or rat-
ings of performance. Given the use of objective measures
to supplement expert perceptual judgment in making AOS
diagnoses in English speakers, such as PVIdur and WSD,
there is a discrepancy between the available tools for Chi-
nese speakers with AOS and those available for clinical
practice internationally.

There were three assessment tasks or protocols iden-
tified in the studies. They were the assessment standards
suggested by the CRRC (S. Li, 2008; Z. Wang & Li,
2013; Wei & Li, 2000), the PACA1.0, and an assessment
based on the ABA-2 (J. Wang et al., 2019). However,
there were no reports of the diagnostic accuracy of these
tasks or protocols. Therefore, they are not yet considered
to be tests with psychometric properties but rather as
informal assessment tasks or protocols. Apart from assess-
ment tests or tasks, observations of clinical features were
t al.: Assessment and Diagnostic Standards of Chinese AOS 329
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reported. For example, Lu et al. (2020) included patients
with AOS who had difficulty producing speech sounds,
had limited phonetic inventories, produced rigid language,
or were mute. However, the sensitivity or specificity of
these features in Chinese speakers with AOS is unknown.
Therefore, no valid diagnostic tool is currently available
for Chinese speakers with AOS.

Although assessment tasks were described or refer-
enced in some studies, no diagnostic criteria or accuracy
levels were reported in the original articles or the individ-
ual studies. Thus, it is unknown how the assessment data
were interpreted and how the AOS diagnoses were given
based on the assessment results. Therefore, the quality
assessment of the diagnoses relied heavily on the reported
experience levels of the examiners. There were only three
studies that reported this information about the examiners,
of which two studies reported the involvement of experts
who had more than 10 years of clinical experience and one
study reported the involvement of an unspecified SLP, who
was assumed to be a nonexpert. It is important to note that
the criteria used by the experts and SLPs in the studies
were unknown. These results suggest that the current high-
est standard of AOS diagnosis of Chinese speakers is rely-
ing on expert opinions with unknown criteria.

There may be some reasons for the lack of diagnos-
tic criteria identified for Chinese speakers with AOS.
Given that there is no empirical diagnostic marker for
AOS reported for either Chinese or English speakers,
there is no evidence-based method for interpreting the
assessment data, resulting in the absence of diagnostic cri-
teria. It is possible that some diagnostic criteria do exist
but were not reported in the articles, as most of the stud-
ies (22/28, 78.6%) focused on treatment. The descriptions
of the diagnostic criteria may also have been omitted due
to the stringent word limits of Chinese journals. More-
over, the type of information reported in the articles may
have been influenced by precedent. A large proportion of
the AOS studies adopted the assessment methods sug-
gested by the CRRC, which is a leading speech-language
pathology research center in China; the authors are pio-
neers of AOS research in Chinese. The proposed CRRC
assessment tasks and the associated article may be consid-
ered to be gold standards for both AOS assessment and
journal publication. Because no set of diagnostic criteria
was reported in the original article, there may have been a
misinterpretation that it is not necessary to report diagnos-
tic criteria.

Although no diagnostic criteria were reported in any
identified studies, the use of specific clinical features
appears to have varied within the AOS diagnostic pro-
cesses. For example, You et al. (2019) reported that the
scoring system of the CRRC assessment tasks requires
observation of “articulatory groping behavior” and “vowel
errors” and that the presence of the former feature results
330 American Journal of Speech-Language Pathology • Vol. 32 • 316–
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in a lower score than the presence of the latter. This scoring
system implies that “articulatory groping behavior” is con-
sidered to be a more severe feature than “vowel errors” in
adults with AOS. Without any independent evidence of the
relationships among these clinical features, it is unclear
whether the differential weightings of these clinical features
are valid.

Future Investigations

CAS
CAS in Chinese speakers requires further investiga-

tion. First, a valid and reliable tool and objective mea-
sures for Chinese speakers with CAS are needed for both
research and clinical practice. In this review, two assess-
ment protocols have been identified, from Liu et al. (2019)
and E. C. H. Wong (2017). These protocols could be fur-
ther developed as assessment batteries for Cantonese and
Mandarin speakers with CAS, respectively. In addition, E.
C. H. Wong et al. (2021) examined lexical tone produc-
tion skills in Cantonese speakers with CAS by using the
tone sequencing task (TST). The authors reported prelimi-
nary findings that tone accuracy and consistency, as well
as the acoustic durations of different tone sequences pro-
duced by children with CAS, were significantly different
from those with speech and language impairment or typi-
cal development. The authors suggest that the TST may
be a potential tool that includes both qualitative and
quantitative measures for Cantonese speakers with CAS.
However, it is important to note that this study reported
on only three children with CAS.

Available assessment tasks or tests for English
speakers with CAS may provide a basis for further under-
standing the nature of CAS in Chinese speakers and may
contribute to the development of a valid and reliable test
or quantitative measures. For example, temporally based
acoustic measures aimed at yielding quantitative data,
such as the MPT (Diepeveen et al., 2019), the PM (Shri-
berg et al., 2017a), the Pairwise Variability Index (Ballard
et al., 2012), and WSD measures (Haley et al., 2012),
allow investigation of speech duration features in Chinese
speakers with CAS. Application of these measures to Chi-
nese speakers with CAS may indicate whether Chinese
and English CAS are manifested similarly as a temporally
affected speech disorder, which has been assumed but
never explored empirically. However, caution is advised as
the individual measures have their own limitations. For
example, MPT performance varies across speakers of dif-
ferent ages and genders (Karlsson & Hartelius, 2021) and
within healthy speakers (Ziegler et al., 2019). Such varia-
tion may also be found in children. Also, MPT has been
suggested to be accurate for differentiating CAS from dys-
arthria, but it is unclear whether it can differentiate chil-
dren with CAS from those who are typically developing
340 • January 2023
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or those with other types of SSDs, such as phonological
disorders. The PVIdur is only sensitive in multisyllabic
words with strong–weak stress patterns; the WSD measure
is relatively stable, but it has not been explored in children
with CAS; and the PM still needs large-sample investiga-
tions to confirm its validity.

Nonacoustic measures such as the SRT (Shriberg
et al., 2012) and the Single-Word Test of Polysyllables
(Gozzard et al., 2006) convert perceptual judgments to a
quantitative scale. These tasks, which have been empiri-
cally studied in English speakers, have shown validity for
measuring the underlying deficits of CAS (i.e., speech
motor planning and/or programming impairment) and
may be applicable to Chinese speakers with CAS. Lastly,
the DEMSS is a test that has sufficient psychometric
properties, and it provides a method for using dynamic
assessment to identify children with CAS. However, use of
the DEMSS with Chinese speakers should be attempted
with caution because of the prosodic differences between
English and Chinese.

Importantly, it has been suggested that researchers
or clinicians should not rely on any single measure when a
CAS diagnosis is required (Preston et al., 2021). Clinical
checklists (e.g., Strand 10-point checklist; Shriberg et al.,
2011) may still play a role in guiding the selection of
assessment tasks. Thus, an assessment that both aims to
actively observe different clinical features and collects a
variety of objective data is recommended. Murray et al.
(2015) have provided a relatively objective approach to
serve this purpose. In addition to the use of a valid check-
list, the authors also suggested using a polysyllabic word
production task (i.e., the Single-Word Test of Polysylla-
bles; Gozzard et al., 2006) to calculate the percentage of
stress matches, an oral motor examination (Robbins &
Klee, 1987) to quantify oral motor movements for both
speech and nonspeech functions, and DDK tasks to evalu-
ate speech motor planning and programming skills. With
the advancement of empirical evidence, the gold standard
for making a CAS diagnosis is shifting from relying
heavily on expert perceptual judgment of clinical features
(Maas et al., 2012; Murray et al., 2015) to a combination
of objective measures and expert perceptual judgment.
This change in the gold standard provides a more objec-
tive approach to the diagnosis of CAS.

Direct investigation of CAS in Chinese speakers is
also recommended. The identified studies have provided
some important information that may help guide future
investigations of CAS clinical features in Chinese. S.-P.
Chen (2011) showed that seven clinical features, includ-
ing “limited phonetic inventory,” “vowel errors,” “incon-
sistent errors,” “difficulty in sequencing phonemes and
syllables,” “groping behaviours,” “inappropriate pros-
ody,” and “reduced diadochokinetic rate,” could be used
for assessing CAS in Mandarin-speaking children given
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their high sensitivity (80%) and specificity (100%). E. C.
H. Wong (2017) and E. C. H. Wong et al. (2020) com-
pared the clinical features found in English and Canton-
ese speakers with CAS and proposed a list of 29 clinical
features for clinical observation in Cantonese. The results
of these studies have provided potential directions for the
diagnosis of CAS in Chinese speakers.

AOS
The results of this review suggest that there is no

available psychometrically evaluated tool for AOS in
Chinese speakers. The current diagnostic standard consists
of relying on expert perceptual judgment without a clear
set of criteria. Future investigations are therefore needed,
particularly for developing a valid and reliable assessment
tool or quantitative measures. Potential assessment tasks
were identified in this review. The different variations on
the assessment methods suggested by the CRRC (S. Li,
2008; Z. Wang & Li, 2013; Wei & Li, 2000) are potential
candidates because they were the most popular methods
identified in the literature and have gained attention from
both researchers and clinicians. The latest version has also
been suggested to be suitable for Chinese speakers (Z.
Wang & Li, 2013). The assessment methods used by Lu
et al. (2020) and J. Wang et al. (2019) were designed
based on existing resources for English speakers with
AOS, the ABA-2 (Dabul, 2000), and Wambaugh et al.’s
(2006) study. However, it is important to note that some
elements of the ABA-2 and some features proposed by
Wambaugh et al., such as “consistent articulatory errors,”
are no longer considered appropriate for AOS diagnosis
due to the advancement of research evidence. Caution
should be used when adopting these measures in future
investigations of AOS. In addition, some other methods
that have been studied and used in English speakers with
AOS may be applicable to Chinese speakers with AOS.
For example, the ASRS (Strand et al., 2014) may be a
potentially useful diagnostic tool to perceptually rate the
presence and severity of AOS characteristics in Chinese
speakers. Because most of the ASRS items are nonlinguis-
tic clinical features (e.g., sound distortions, slow speech
rate, articulatory groping, and increased sound errors with
increased utterance length or articulatory complexity), it is
believed that the ASRS may be applicable to Chinese
speakers with AOS, with the assumption that motor
speech disorders across languages share the same underly-
ing deficits but with different clinical manifestations
(Whitehill, 2010; E. C. H. Wong et al., 2020). Also, adap-
tation of the ASRS to Chinese-speaking populations may
provide a practical diagnostic criterion, which is currently
absent from the literature.

In addition, quantitative measures may provide an
objective approach for AOS diagnoses. Although several
temporally based acoustic measures, such as PVIdur and
t al.: Assessment and Diagnostic Standards of Chinese AOS 331
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WSD, are available for English speakers with AOS, adap-
tation of these measures to Cantonese speakers requires
extra caution due to the linguistic differences between
English and Chinese (especially stress-timed vs. syllable-
timed rhythm). Further investigations of these measures in
Chinese speakers are urgently needed. Because Chinese is
a syllable-timed language with lexical tones, acoustic mea-
sures of pitch variation may provide insight for Chinese
AOS diagnosis. E. C. H. Wong et al. (2021) has provided
a method and preliminary findings for a lexical tone acous-
tic measure for identifying CAS in Cantonese speakers.
Further investigation into the use of similar acoustic mea-
sures as quantitative methods for the diagnosis of AOS in
Chinese is suggested. In summary, more investigations of
applications of existing empirical methods to Chinese
speakers with AOS should be conducted before actual clini-
cal implementation.

It is striking that very few of these studies were
intended to investigate the clinical features of AOS in Chi-
nese speakers. There were only two studies that had a
focus on identifying AOS symptoms (D. Li et al., 2016;
X. Pan et al., 2006). Furthermore, the main subject of
these two studies was Chinese patients with aphasia and
primary progressive aphasia. AOS was present in some of
the participants as a coexisting disorder. Neither article
described the features of AOS in detail. Thus, the clinical
features of AOS in Chinese patients remain unclear.
Moreover, a recent survey study investigating the clinical
practice of AOS diagnosis in Cantonese speakers in Hong
Kong showed that SLPs in Hong Kong make AOS diag-
noses based on clinical features reported in English
speakers with AOS (T. O. K. Wong et al., 2021). The
study also reported a lack of consensus on the selection of
assessment tasks and diagnostic criteria among the clini-
cians. Without a clear understanding of the clinical fea-
tures of AOS in Chinese speakers, it is almost impossible
to achieve a valid and accurate diagnosis. There is a need
for direct investigations into the clinical features of Chi-
nese speakers with AOS, as well as development of a valid
and reliable assessment tool.

Cross-Linguistic Investigation
Although direct investigations of CAS and AOS in

Chinese speakers are suggested, cross-linguistic investiga-
tions of both CAS and AOS are even more urgently
needed. First, as mentioned, the claim that motor speech
disorders share the same underlying deficits but with dif-
ferent clinical manifestations should be empirically tested
in speakers with CAS and AOS.

Examination of the language universality and speci-
ficity of the features can be conducted in a cross-linguistic
approach. Temporal deficits in English speakers with CAS
result in lexical stress errors, whereas difficulty with pitch-
variation skills is proposed to affect Chinese speakers with
332 American Journal of Speech-Language Pathology • Vol. 32 • 316–
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CAS and to result in lexical tone errors (E. C. H. Wong
et al., 2021). Investigations of Chinese–English bilingual
speakers may provide a deeper understanding of how the
same underlying deficits may be manifested in different
languages. Similarly, other clinical features, including
vowel errors, inconsistent errors, and syllable segregation,
may also be explored in this way. The results of such
investigations will enrich our understanding of CAS and
AOS in different languages.

Limitations

This study was limited in several ways. First, this is the
first ever study aiming to review diagnostic standards in
Chinese speakers with CAS or AOS, especially including
articles written in Chinese. However, in the absence of offi-
cial correspondences between Chinese and English terminol-
ogy, the translations from Chinese to English were mainly
based on the knowledge of the first two authors. It is possi-
ble that this process introduced some bias. Second, due to
the lack of replies to the authors’ requests for full-text arti-
cles, some articles have not been reviewed. The included arti-
cles may not represent all of the evidence from the literature.
Conclusions

This study is the first ever review with the aim of
identifying and evaluating diagnostic methods for identify-
ing CAS or AOS in Chinese speakers. There were 33 arti-
cles identified from the English and Chinese literature,
with 15.1% concerning children with CAS and 84.8% con-
cerning patients with AOS. A variety of assessment tasks
and diagnostic criteria were used among the studies.
Unfortunately, the results of the qualitative assessment
revealed no high-quality approaches to diagnosing CAS
or AOS in Chinese speakers in these studies due to the
lack of valid and reliable tests or methods and quantita-
tive measures. The current standard for diagnosing CAS
or AOS in Chinese speakers is expert perceptual judgment.
However, the existing studies have provided bases for
future development of better assessment tools. Further inves-
tigations should focus on the development of valid and reli-
able assessment tools, the cross-linguistic investigation of the
genetic and neural bases as well as the clinical features of
CAS or AOS in Chinese and English speakers, and the even-
tual evaluation of treatment efficacy for these populations.
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Appendix A (p. 1 of 3)

Information of the Assessment Methods Identified From the Studies

Method Diagnosis Tasks Scoring methods Diagnostic criteria and accuracy

Assessment protocol
used by E. C. H.
Wong (2017)

CAS • Standardized language assessment
(i.e., RDLS and/or HKCRVT)

• Standardized articulation test (i.e.,
HKCAT)

• Standardized tone identification test
(i.e., CANTIT)

• Motor speech assessment, including
(a) imitation of polysyllabic words, (b)
diadochokinetic tasks, (c) increasing
length tasks, (d) oral motor examination,
and (e) observation of prosody

Perceptual transcription of the clients’
productions and judgment

Perceptual judgment of the presence of
all 29 clinical features identified for
Cantonese speakers with CAS (E. C. H.
Wong et al., 2020) and of ASHA’s three
consensus features (ASHA, 2007). The
features should be observed at least
once each in the initial assessment. No
diagnostic accuracy was reported for
this method.

A list of 105 three-word
probes used by Liu et al.
(2019)

CAS • List of 105 three-word probes, which
included 292 opportunities for the
production of all Chinese consonants
in all positions of words

Perceptual transcription and judgment
of the clients’ productions

Presence of ASHA’s three consensus
features. No diagnostic accuracy
was reported for this method.

Assessment standard
suggested by CRRC
(S. Li & Shirasaka, 1994)a

AOS • No details of the tasks could be found No details could be found No criteria or diagnostic accuracy
reported

Assessment standard
suggested by CRRC
(Wei & Li, 2000)

AOS • Imitation of [a–u–i] and [i–u–a],
5 times each

• Word sequence imitation ([papa],
[mama], and [titi] meaning “father,”
“mother,” and “younger brother”
respectively), 5 times each

• Phrase imitation ([pa] [ta], an
onomatopoeia, [ɕi] [ʂoʊ] meaning
“wash hands,” [ni] [mən] [ta] [tɕʰjoʊ]
meaning “you play ball,” and [pu]
[tʰu] [pʰu] [tʰaʊ] [pʰi] meaning “do not
spitgrape skins”), 5 times each

Imitation requires rating of vowel
sequences, vowel errors, and groping
behaviors. Word sequence imitation
requires rating of word sequences,
phoneme sequences, and groping
behaviors. Phrase imitation requires
rating of correct response, phoneme
errors, and groping behaviors.
However, no details of the scoring
methods for these items were reported.

No criteria or diagnostic accuracy
reported

(table continues)
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Appendix A (p. 2 of 3)

Information of the Assessment Methods Identified From the Studies

Method Diagnosis Tasks Scoring methods Diagnostic criteria and accuracy

Assessment standard
suggested by CRRC
(S. Li, 2008)a

AOS • Imitation of [a-u-i] and [i-u-a], 5 times
each

• Word sequence imitation ([papa],
[mama], and [titi] meaning “father,”
“mother,” and “younger brother”
respectively), 5 times each

• Phrase imitation ([pa] [ta] [ɕi] [ʂoʊ]
meaning “pa ta wash hands,”
[ni] [mən] [ta] [tɕʰjoʊ] meaning
“you play
ball,” and [pu] [tʰu] [pʰu]
[tʰaʊ] [pʰi] meaning “do not spit grape
skins”), 5 times each

All of the items require rating of vowel
sequences, vowel errors, and groping
behaviors. However, no details of the
scoring methods for these items were
reported.

No criteria or diagnostic accuracy
reported

Assessment standard
suggested by CRRC
(Z. Wang & Li, 2013)

AOS • Triphthong imitation ([aui] and [iua]),
5 times each

• Single-syllable imitation ([pa], [ta], and
[ka]), 1 time each

• Single-syllable imitation ([pa], [ta], and
[ka]) 5 times per syllable

• [pataka] imitation once
• [pataka] imitation 5 times
• Phrase imitation ([pa] [ta] [ɕi] [ʂoʊ]

meaning “pa da wash hands,” [ni]
[mən] [ta] [tɕʰjoʊ] meaning “you play
ball,” and [pu] [tʰu] [pʰu] [tʰaʊ] [pʰi]
meaning “do not spit grape skins”),
1 time each

Perceptual rating using a 7-point scale
(1 for fluent imitation and completing
the task; 2 for less-fluent imitation, but
completion of the task with a small
number of sound distortions and/or
metathesis; 3 for slow initiation of
imitation, reduced fluency, slowed
speech rate, and completion of more
than 60% of the task with some
phonetic distortions and/or metathesis;
4 for slow initiation for imitation,
reduced fluency, slowed speech rate,
and completion of less than 40% of
the task with a significant number of
phonetic distortions and/or metathesis;
5 for completion of less than 20% of
the task with a significant number of
phonetic and/or syllable distortions and
metathesis; 6 for producing only a
small number of syllables; and 7 for
no verbal production or stereotypical
speech only)

No criteria or diagnostic accuracy
reported

Psycholinguistic
Assessment in
Chinese Aphasia
(PACA1.0)b

AOS • Nonspeech oral motor examination
including 20 itemsc

• Counting task (from 1 to 10)
• Simultaneous counting with the

examiner (from 1 to 10)
• Pitch variation task (eight pitches)
• Simultaneously varying pitch with the

examiner (eight pitches)
• Sound imitation tasks ([a], [o], [e], [y],

[u], [ʊ], [p], [ph], [m], [f], [t], [th], [n], [l],
[k], [kh], [j], [tɕ], [tɕh], and [ɕ])

• Sound sequence imitation tasks ([a]-
[o]-[e], [y]-[u]-[ʊ], [p]-[ph]-[m]-[f], [t]-[th]-
[n]-[l], [k]-[kh]-[h], and [tɕ]-[tɕh]-[ɕ])

Perceptual rating of each item (0 for
incorrect/inappropriate response;
1 for correct/appropriate response)

No criteria or diagnostic accuracy
reported

(table continues)
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Appendix A (p. 3 of 3)

Information of the Assessment Methods Identified From the Studies

Method Diagnosis Tasks Scoring methods Diagnostic criteria and accuracy

Observation of clinical
features proposed by
Yang & Wang (2014)

AOS • Observation of clinical features
including (a) slow speech rate; (b)
prolongations; (c) increased pauses;
(d) intrusive schwa; (e) inappropriate
prosody, especially lexical stress and
equal stress; (f) sound distortions;
(g) distorted substitutions; and
(h) consistent articulatory errors

Perceptual judgment of presence or
absence of the features

No criteria or diagnostic accuracy
reported

An assessment developed
based on the ABA-2
(Dabul, 2000) and
Wambaugh et al. (2006),
used by J. Wang et al.
(2019)

AOS • Imitation of face, tongue, and lip
movements (20 scores)

• Repetition of 10 monosyllabic and
10 disyllabic words

• Counting from 1 to 10
• Repetition of 20 Chinese phonetic

alphabet character names that include
single and final initials with different
places and specific articulations

Perceptual judgement of correctness No criteria or diagnostic accuracy
reported

Note. AOS = apraxia of speech; CANTIT = Cantonese Tone Identification Test (Lee, 2012); CAS = childhood apraxia of speech; CRRC = Chinese Rehabilitation Research Centre;
HKCAT = Hong Kong Cantonese Articulation Test (Cheung et al., 2006); HKCRVT = Hong Kong Cantonese Receptive Vocabulary Test (Lee et al., 2009); RSLD = Reynell Develop-
mental Language Scales-Cantonese (Hong Kong Version; Reynell & Huntely, 1987).
aReported from books that were not included in this review but were referenced by the studies identified. bDetailed information about the content and the scoring methods for the
PACA1.0 module were found in the Home of Rehabilitation Therapist (2020). cNo information about the items in the nonspeech oral motor examination could be found in the
literature.
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Appendix B

Wong’s 29 Clinical Features That Have Gained Consensus From a Group of Experts for the Differential Diagnosis of CAS in
Cantonese Speakers
Area Items

Nonspeech motor behaviors Oral apraxia
Groping behaviours
Poor imitation of oral movement
Discrepancies between volitional and automatic oral gestures
Problem in alternating oro-motor movement

Speech motor behaviors Poor speech intelligibility
More unintelligible speech in connected speech
Limited phonetic inventory
Late acquisition of consonants and vowel acquisition
Display vowel errors including distortions and deletion
Difficulty in diphthong production
Increase errors with increasing syllable complexity
Increase difficulty with increasing length of utterance
Use of relatively simple syllable structures predominately
Incomplete phonotactic inventory
Syllable addition or deletion
Inconsistent errors
Groping
Weak syllable transition/difficulties in coarticulation
Slow progress in learning new consonants or vowels
Syllable sequencing errors
Poor DDK performance (abnormal alternating motion rate [AMR] and sequential motion rate [SMR])
Decrease in accuracy with increasing number of syllables in syllables repetition tasks
Poor speech sound generalization

Prosodic characteristics Difficulties in speech rate control
Syllable segregation

Cognitive characteristics Better cognitive skills than expressive language skills
Visual and hearing characteristics Normal
Others Poor treatment progress

Note. CAS = childhood apraxia of speech; DDK = diadochokinesis.
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